Here are the facts of the hotel we stayed in while we visited Italy.

We were taken to the Mirco’s wife’s vineyards which were massive to witness, yes they could be proud of their workmanship, but that is not all we will be seeing rest assure – the day was sunny but not too hot there had been an electric storm, just before we arrived.
Here you see some of the evidence we witnessed and those who were in the part; Dr Terry Moore, Miss D. Knights, Prof. Searl and Mirco Gregiri.

Give the power to the people – and sure does if you eat a load of fresh grapes. Miss D. Knights, Prof. Searl and Gianlucci Daniello enjoying the sight.
Caught in the act of loading up her system with energy straight from the vine! This is really the vision one see of this area no wonder every ones fit.

Another set of proof that we certainly went there and from my standpoint it was interesting as I Prof. Searl had never seen a vineyard before – now I have!
This is the front of the factory that will become involved in the S.E.T. system – please note that in their company name Miss D. Knights pointed out that the words S.E.G. is already in their company name. So you see women can be useful at spotting thing which men appear to miss.

Here is the proof that equipment is available plus the engineer who will carry out the work: Plus the accommodation for my stay there. Which are just a few shot’s.
Mirco’s Family with the three musketeers in a portrait shot for the record. My team and I were warmly welcome into their home.

Another picture for the family collection of our visit. We were blind folded & driven to the laboratory of another mad professor who proudly demonstrated how to create the big bang theory in practice ‘BANG!!! We jumped out of our skins and woke up the dead.
Here are two great men who were claimed to be mad – sure is a good union to belong too.

That’s another fine mess you got my hair in, “Einstein”
In the office of The S.E.G factory Italy